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Get Ready for AVID!
●

This fall for the 2022-23 school year, District 65 is bringing AVID as a
choice elective program for 6th graders at Chute, Haven, and Nichols.
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AVID?
●

An advisory-type class focusing on academic,
organizational, and personal development for
students seeking to excel in middle school, high
school, and life!

●

The curriculum is based on writing, critical
thinking, reading, speaking, inquiry, and
collaborative learning strategies. The three
main components are:
○
○
○

Academic instruction
Tutorial support
High school, college, and career readiness

AVID for the Middle School

What happens in the AVID class?
●

Students receive academic instruction in writing,
note-taking, studying, test-taking, and organizing.

●

Students receive academic support from tutors
through collaborative tutorial groups and structured
peer counseling.

●

Students are motivated to pursue academic
excellence through goal setting, rigorous classes,
cultural and college ﬁeld trips, classroom guest
speakers, and AVID team building.

●

Classes are structured around the pursuit of
WICOR.

WICOR

Why AVID for D65?
● Supports students to become
successful in all classrooms
● Addresses the critical, developmental
adolescent issues that typically
undermine student academic success
● Focuses on ﬁrst generation and
“under the radar” students who don’t
qualify for extra support systems.

Why AVID for D65?
● AVID WICOR themes such as
academic language, note-taking,
studying, questioning, peer
editing, etc. become incorporated
in all middle school classes.
● Readies students to take full
advantage of ETHS:
○ Honors and AP courses
○ Arts or Career-Tech electives
instead of added support
classes.

Sixth Grade Schedule
Ten 39-minute periods from 8:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Pd.

Class

1

English Language Arts

2

English Language Arts

3

Math

4

Math

5

Science

6

Social Studies

7

Physical Education

8

Fine Arts *

9

Advisory, AVID, or Spanish Language Arts-Heritage

10

Lunch - Recess

* (rotation of four 9-week classes: Media Arts, Art, Drama, Music)
Chute, Haven, Nichols middle schools only

6th Grade Advisory
A proactive and supportive class for students to develop their personal and
academic skills through interest-based SEEL, STEM, and career exploration
activities that build identity, their agency, and their independence.
Monday
Community
Building/SEL, Week
Overview

Tuesday
Unit Focus Lessons

Wednesday
Unit Focus Lessons

Thursday

Friday

Unit Focus Lessons Grade Check and
Learning Recap
from the Work

Unit Focus
3 weeks

Finding our Way in
Middle School

10 weeks

10 weeks

Building Community
Career & College
& Exploring
Connections and
Choice-Based STEM
Investigations
Learning

10 weeks

4 weeks

Bringing it All
Extending FUSE and
Together - Future
Community
Career Planning

6th Grade Spanish Language Arts for Heritage
●

Builds upon academic language skills
developed in Spanish from the K-5 TWI
program.

●

The literacy skills students employ in
the this class build upon the same
skills emphasized in Common Core
State Standards in Spanish and help
students make explicit connections
between and across languages.

APPLICATION & Next Steps
●

AVID is for students who want to be in AVID

●

Students must apply to be eligible!!

●

While all applications will be considered, preference will be
given to students who are in most need and would most
benefit from the AVID experience.

●

You will be notified by April 30 of your child’s placement

● D65 AVID Web Page
● LINK to APPLICATION

Why AVID should be brought to middle schools
Saliha A., King Arts Class of 2020
Ever since I joined AVID, my executive functioning skills have changed and become a lot better than they were in
middle school. Even during e-learning I found the program extremely useful.
AVID focuses on putting students on the path to success. Not only does AVID help with executive functioning, the
program also helps prepare students for college. In middle school I felt like I didn’t pace my work/projects because
I didn’t know how. I think before entering high school it is important for students to know what executive function is
because it is a good thing to know in order to maintain and get good grades.
If I had AVID in middle school, I think I would have had a better understanding of basically everything. I think it
would make me feel more prepared for high school. The thing about AVID in high school is that it takes up one of
your electives which takes away an opportunity for students to be able to take a new class and try something new.
If students have already done AVID in middle school they wouldn’t feel the need to have to do it in high school and
wouldn’t have to miss out on an opportunity because of it.
In AVID they always mention how the program prepares you for College. This makes me wonder - Isn’t preparing
for high school even more important! More students are likely to go to high school than college; if students feel
prepared for high school and do well, more might be likely to go to college! Another reason AVID is needed before
ever entering high school. Go AVID Nation!!

